
OBJECTIVE 3:

In this terms project you will need to 
analyse and respond to an artwork by 
the artist Gary Hume.

When 
analysing 
the 
work of 
others 
make sure 
you 
have 
completed 
the 
following:

I have…

• researched my artist

• used full sentences

• described what I can see in the 
artwork

• used art key words

• explained my opinions in detail

OBJECTIVE 1:

This Term you will continue to 
improve your observational 
drawing skills.

After you finish a drawing task 
make sure you have attempted 
the following. 

1. Looked closely at the 
shape
2. Lightly sketched the 
outline
3. drawn to fill my entire 
page
4. accurately recorded the 
detail.
5. Looked closely at how 
the light hits the surface
6. added shadows to my 
shape to show areas of 
light and dark
7. shaded using control, in 
the direction of my outline 
shape

OBJECTIVE 2:

You will be required to learn the proportions of 
the face and be able to show this in a portraiture 
drawing. Below is what you need to remember.

OBJECTIVE 4:

This term you will need to apply your 
knowledge of complement and 
harmonious colours

Complementary colours sit across from 
each other on the colour wheel. These 
are often referred to as opposite colours
and even contrasting colours. Don't be 
confused by the three different names, 
they all mean the same thing. Colour
wheel with complimentary colours of 
primary colours (yellow/purple, 
red/green, orange, blue)When 
complementary colours are placed next 
to each other, a very strong contrast is 
created. The colours appear more vivid 
and brighter. Some people say these 
colours clash when used next to each 
other and create very visually 
stimulating artwork. The complementary 
colours are:

Green and red

Orange and blue

Yellow and purple

Yellow-green and red-purple

Yellow-orange and blue-purple

Red-orange and blue-green


